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Introduction  

As the capital’s environmental records centre GiGL mobilises, curates and shares data that 
underpin our knowledge of London’s natural environment. We work with a range of 

stakeholders to collate and verify data on London’s natural environment, providing access to 

high quality data via services tailored to the requirements of those who need to make 

informed decisions in London. 

This document sets out the species data collection standards that are recommended by GiGL 

for survey design and outputs. Though ecological expertise and local factors will dictate the 

most appropriate methods for a given survey, it is important that survey results are recorded 

consistently, enabling us to compare like with like to track changes over time. This will enable 

GiGL to incorporate local results into the London dataset without loss of local information, 

therefore improving the legacy value of survey results. 

This will maximise the value of your investment, by ensuring the data are preserved in a format 

that supports efficient processing and valid analysis that will inform your current and future 

projects. Please notify surveyors prior to any survey of the available guidance and encourage 

them to follow the agreed data standards, as outlined in this document. 

Please also see GiGL Site Survey Guidance (G021). If you have any queries about how to 

provide data, please contact the GiGL team. 

 

Recommended survey standards 

Metadata 

Metadata is data that describes the provided dataset. It informs what the dataset consists of, 

what different columns and attributes mean and what categories were used. Metadata is highly 

important to avoid any misinterpretation or confusion of the data content. 

The dataset provided should include the following metadata:  

 A name or code for each field (attribute) 

 A description of each attribute & the categories or typology used for each attribute. 

Note: if strictly using GiGL attributes and typologies as described in this document, it 

is only necessary to indicate that these are the standards being used.  

In addition, each dataset should be accompanied by a document (‘read me’ file) listing: 

 The date of the survey 

 The scope of the survey e.g. a specific area of the borough or borough wide 

 The organisation undertaking the survey and who the survey was for 

 A lead contact at the organisation who is able to answer questions about the survey 

data if they arise 

 The reason for the survey and method used e.g. transect butterfly survey 
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Species data capture 

All species sightings require the minimum information of ‘what’, ‘where’, ‘when’ and ‘by who’ 
to make a viable record for upload onto the GiGL Species database. In addition to these 

essential attributes there are a myriad of desirable attributes which help to add context and 

value to the record.  

GiGL can provide a Species Recording Spreadsheet (https://www.gigl.org.uk/recording-

spreadsheet/) which includes all of the essential and desirable attributes to complete when 

capturing species records. This excel spreadsheet is the most efficient and comprehensive 

way of uploading species records onto the GiGL Species Database. 

Please follow the attributes listed in the Species Recording Spreadsheet if you need to provide 

species records in a different format. 

 
A screenshot of GiGL’s recording spreadsheet, available to download here 

It is recommended that photos are provided for any species which may be difficult to ID or is 

a surprising sighting for the time of year or location. This assists with the verification process. 

More information on verification can be found here: https://www.gigl.org.uk/verification/. 

Further information 

It is not the aim of this document to provide guidance on how to carry out species surveys 

but to provide advice on data capture. Specific survey methodology will be dictated by the 

species and type of survey being undertaken. It is recommended that more information be 

sought from recording schemes or societies if necessary. The GiGL website has a Links and 

Resources page which may be useful; https://www.gigl.org.uk/links-and-resources/. 

Other data 

GiGL provide a number of documents for specific guidance when surveying Open Spaces 

(G072), SINCs (G071) and habitats (G081). Please refer to these for additional details.  

For full details of all the datasets GiGL hold, please refer to the GiGL Data Guide (H003). 

As well as the core datasets, GiGL also manages other types of data, such as site facilities, 

urban greening features and street trees. Please check with the GiGL team if your surveys 

generate data that may be relevant. 
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